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Abstract

Developing natural language processing
tools usually requires a large number of
resources (lexica, annotated corpora, etc.),
which often do not exist for less-resourced
languages. One way to overcome the
problem of lack of resources is to devote
substantial efforts to build new ones from
scratch. Another approach is to exploit
existing resources of closely related lan-
guages. In this paper, we focus on de-
veloping a part-of-speech tagger for the
Tunisian Arabic dialect (TUN), a low-
resource language, by exploiting its close-
ness to Modern Standard Arabic (MSA),
which has many state-of-the-art resources
and tools. Our system achieved an ac-
curacy of 89% (∼20% absolute improve-
ment over an MSA tagger baseline).

1 Introduction

The Arabic language is characterized by diglossia
(Ferguson, 1959) : two linguistic variants live side
by side: a standard written form and a large variety
of spoken dialects. While dialects differ from one
region to another, the written variety, called Mod-
ern Standard Arabic (MSA), is generally the same.
MSA, the official language for Arabic countries,
is used for written communication as well as in
formal spoken communications. Spoken varieties,
generally used in informal daily discussions, are
increasingly being used for informal written com-
munication on the web. Such unstandardized vari-
eties differ from MSA with respect to phonology,
morphology, syntax and the lexicon. Unlike MSA
which has an important number of NLP resources
and tools, Arabic dialects are less-resourced. In
this paper, we focus on the Tunisian Arabic dialect

(TUN). It is the spoken language of twelve mil-
lion speakers living mainly in Tunisia. TUN is the
result of interactions and influences of a number
of languages including Arabic, Berber and French
(Mejri et al., 2009).

In this paper, we focus on the development of
a part-of-speech (POS) tagger for TUN. There are
two main options when developing such a tool for
TUN. The first one is to build a corpus of TUN,
which involves recording, transcribing and manu-
ally POS tagging. In order to have a state-of-the-
art POS tagger one also needs to develop a lex-
icon. The second option is to convert TUN into
an approximate form of MSA, that we will call
pseudo MSA, and use an existing MSA POS tag-
ger. We intentionally do not use the verb translate
to describe the process of transforming a TUN text
into a pseudo MSA text. The reason being that we
are not translating between two natural languages:
pseudo MSA is not meant to be read by humans.
Its only purpose is to be close enough to MSA
so that running it through NLP tools would give
good results. The annotation produced is then pro-
jected back on the TUN text. More technically, the
conversion process focuses on morphological and
lexical aspects; it is based on morphological ana-
lyzers and generators for TUN and MSA as well
as a TUN-MSA dictionaries which are themselves
partly automatically produced using the morpho-
logical analyzers and generators. Besides produc-
ing a POS tagger for TUN, we aim at proposing
a general methodology for developing NLP tools
for dialects of Arabic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
we present, in section 2, phonological, lexical
and morphosyntactic variations between TUN and
MSA. We then discuss related works and exist-
ing POS taggers of Arabic dialects in section 3.
Section 4 reviews the tools and resources used
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in this work. In section 5, we describe in de-
tail our approach to tag TUN texts. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 presents results evaluating our approach un-
der several conditions.

2 Linguistic variations between MSA
and TUN

The TUN dialect differs from MSA on the phono-
logical, lexical, morphological, and syntactic lev-
els. In this work, we focus on the three first levels.

• phonological and orthographic variations:
TUN has all phonemes that exist in MSA.
However, TUN has three extra phonemes
/p/, /v/ and /g/. To a lesser extent, varia-
tions appear in some common words, that
consist in dropping some short vowels1 on
the TUN side. For instance, H. A�J» ktAb2

"book" and I. �J» ktb "to write" which exist
in both languages but are pronounced differ-
ently: /kitAb/, /katab/ in MSA and /ktAb/,
/ktib/ in Tunisian dialect. Concerning orthog-
raphy, unlike MSA, which already has a stan-
dard orthography, Tunisian dialect is unstan-
dardized. Zribi et al. (2014) proposes or-
thographic standards for TUN, following the
works of Habash et al. (2012), that aim to
establish a common orthographic convention
for all Arabic dialects.

• lexical variations: from a lexical point of
view, the differences between MSA and TUN
are significant. They are mainly due to the
influence of other languages. Such TUN
words still generally follow MSA morphol-
ogy, sharing the same inflectional and deriva-
tional rules. Table 1 gives some examples of
words of different origins.

• morphological variations: All morphologi-
cal phenomena that exist in MSA exist also in
TUN, but they are sometimes expressed dif-
ferently. As cliticization is concerned, sev-
eral MSA prepositions are attached to words
on the TUN side. For example, the MSA
prepositions úÎ« ςalaý "on" and 	áÓ mino

"from" become in TUN respectively +« ς+
and +Ó m+ proclitics when the word follow-
ing is definite (marked by the determinant

1In Arabic orthography, short vowels are represented with
optional diacritics which makes the language ambiguous.

2Arabic orthographic transliteration is presented in the
Habash-Soudi-Buckwalter HSB scheme (Habash et al.,
2007).

MSA TUN gloss origin	á�
�K �ñÓQ» fig Berber
tiyn karmuws
�é«B

�
ð �é�J
ºK
QK. lighter French

wal∼Aςah̄ briykiy∼ah̄
YK
QK. I. �JºÓ �é¢�ñK. post office Italian

maktab bariyd buwSTah̄

Xñ�

@ Ém»


@ black Arabic

Âaswad ÂakHil�èQ 	kAK. PñK. AK. boat Turkish
bAxirah̄ bAbuwr

Table 1: Examples of lexical variations between
TUN and MSA

marker +Ë @ Al+). Furthermore, indirect ob-
ject pronouns are realized as enclitics in TUN
verbs and not in MSA. On the other hand,
some MSA clitics are detached in TUN. The
MSA future particle proclitic +� sa+ is real-
ized as the autonomous particle ��AK. bAš with
TUN verbs. As for inflectional morphology,
MSA has a richer system than TUN. In fact,
MSA nominal case and verbal mood do not
exist in TUN. The three MSA number val-
ues (singular, dual and plural) are reduced
to singular and plural. On TUN side, the
masculine and the feminine plural are con-
solidated. Concerning derivational morphol-
ogy, TUN words, except loanwords, keep
the same principle of word’s derivation from
a root and a pattern as MSA. The TUN
words Ñ�m.k Haj∼im "cap" and ÐA�m.k Haj∼Am
"hair dresser" are both derived from the root
Ð h. h H j m and the patterns 1a22i3 and
1a22A3 respectively.

3 Related work

Processing Arabic dialects
Most studies concerning Arabic dialects focus on
Egyptian, Levantine and Iraqi. Some efforts have
been done to create dialectal resources such as
Al-Sabbagh and Girju (2010) who built an Egyp-
tian/MSA lexicon exploiting available data from
the web. Other researchers focused on building
parallel corpora between Arabic dialects, MSA
and English (Zbib et al., 2012; Bouamor et al.,
2014; Harrat et al., 2014). Habash et al. (2008)
and Elfardy and Diab (2012) proposed some stan-
dard guidelines for the annotation of Arabic di-
alects. Other efforts focused in dialect identifi-
cation (Habash et al., 2008; Elfardy and Diab,
2013; Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2014) and
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machine translation (Sawaf, 2010; Salloum and
Habash, 2011; Sajjad et al., 2013). Concerning
morphosyntactic analysis, Al-Sabbagh and Girju
(2012) implemented a POS tagger of Egyptian
trained on data extracted from the web. Chiang
et al. (2006) developed lexicons and morphologi-
cal rules to build Levantine treebanks from MSA
resources in order to parse Levantine dialect.

POS tagging of one language using another
language
There have been several attempts to build POS tag-
gers for one language using resources and tools of
other languages. The idea consists in transform-
ing the source language for which more resources
are available into a target language (Yarowsky et
al., 2001), using, for instance, parallel corpora.
The source side is tagged using an available tag-
ger, the annotations are then projected on the tar-
get. Subsequently, a new tagger is trained on the
target side. In the same way, (Das and Petrov,
2011) used a graph-based projection algorithm to
project tags across eight European languages. Fol-
lowing this work, (Duong et al., 2013) showed
that focusing on selected informative training sen-
tences from the parallel corpus and employing
self-training achieve equivalent performance. All
these studies concerned unrelated languages.

This approach is more effective when the source
and the target languages are closely related. Many
researchers exploit this fact to create resources and
tools for under-resourced languages using other
related well-resourced languages. Duong et al.
(2013), for example used the approach based on
parallel corpora to build a POS tagger for some
European languages. Some efforts looked into
dictionaries extracted from Wikitionary instead of
parallel corpora (Li et al., 2012) and others com-
bined both resources (Täckström et al., 2013).
Other approaches propose to adapt existing tag-
gers of a more-resourced close related languages
for miss-resourced languages. Feldman et al.
(2006) built taggers for Czech and Catalan start-
ing from existing Russian and Spanish taggers re-
spectively. They trained the taggers on the source
language and then adapt its parameter files on
the target language by means of a list of cog-
nate word pairs. Similarly, Bernhard et al. (2013)
adapted a German tagger to Alsatian. Vergez-
Couret (2013) showed that building POS taggers
for less-resourced language using annotated cor-
pora for a more-resourced related language is pos-

sible by translating only the most frequent words
from the source side to the target side. In their ex-
periments, they built two bilingual Occitan/French
and Occitan/Castillan lexica of about 300 entries.
After translating the most frequent words, exist-
ing French and Castillan taggers have been run on
Occitan texts.

POS tagging of Arabic dialects
Concerning POS tagging of Arabic dialects, few
efforts focused on creating resources for such di-
alects. (Al-Sabbagh and Girju, 2012) built an
Egyptian POS tagger trained on manually anno-
tated corpus of 400K tokens extracted from writ-
ten Arabic social networking. They report an ac-
curacy of 94% in tokenization and 88% in POS
tagging. Similarly, Mohamed et al. (2012) an-
notated a small corpus to train an Egyptian tok-
enizer. Their system’s performance reaches 91%.
Some other efforts used existing tools of related
languages as starting material to build POS taggers
for dialects. The first system proposed by Duh and
Kirchhoff (2005), built a Levantine and Egyptian
POS tagger using raw text corpora and an exist-
ing MSA analyzer. Their POS accuracy achieves
71%. Similarly, Habash et al. (2013) and Pasha
et al. (2014) developed an Egyptian morpholog-
ical analyzer using two systems for Arabic mor-
phology processing: MADA (Habash and Ram-
bow, 2005; Roth et al., 2008) and AMIRA (Diab
et al., 2013), they report 92.4% of POS accuracy
on Egyptian Arabic.

Tunisian morphology processing
Processing Tunisian morphology has not been
the object of many studies. Zribi et al. (2013)
adapted an existing MSA morphological analyzer
to handle TUN. In order to build such a tool, they
used a TUN-MSA lexicon to add specific TUN
roots and patterns. Their system achieved an
F-measure performance of 88% in morphological
analysis. In a similar setting, Boujelbane et
al. (2014) used the same lexicon to transform
a MSA training corpus to create a large TUN
corpus. This resource was used to train a POS
tagger. POS tagging of TUN transcribed texts us-
ing this tagger and achieved an accuracy of 78.5%.

Our approach is close to Boujelbane et al.
(2014): we built a POS tagger for a less-resourced
variant of a language using a system trained on an
annotated close related language. Our approach
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differs from their mostly on the morphological
processing: we perform a deeper morphological
analysis, which allows us to generate a lemmatized
version of the MSA text. We will show that per-
forming the POS tagging at this level yields better
results.

4 Tools and resources

In this section, we describe the various resources
and tools we used in our experiments. We
first describe MAGEAD, a morphological ana-
lyzer/generator. Then, we detail three lexica that
relate MSA and TUN lemmas.

4.1 Morphological analysis and generation of
Arabic and its dialect

MAGEAD is a morphological analyzer and genera-
tor for the Arabic language family (MSA and Ara-
bic dialects). It processes Arabic verbs (Habash
and Rambow, 2006; Habash et al., 2005) and Ara-
bic nouns (Altantawy et al., 2010).

MAGEAD relates a deep representation of a
word with its surface form through a sequence of
transformations. It can be used bidirectionally, to
generate, as well as to analyze, surface forms. At
a deep representation level, MAGEAD represents a
word as a root, a pattern and a set of feature-value
pairs. The features are translated to abstract mor-
phemes which are then ordered, and expressed as
concrete morphemes. Finally, morphological and
phonological rewrite rules are applied. To describe
the different processes made by MAGEAD, we use
the surface form @ð �Q¢ 	�@ð waAiDTar∼uwA "and
they were obliged" as our example. The MAGEAD

lexeme and features representation of this word
form is as follows:

(1) root:Drr mbc:verb-VIII cnj:w per:3 gen:m
num:prl asp:p vox:a

The lexeme is defined as the root Drr and a
morphological behavior class (MBC) verb-VIII.
The MBC maps sets of linguistic feature-value
pairs to sets of abstract morphemes (AMs). In
our example, the MBC verb-III maps asp:p and
vox:a to the AM [PAT_PV:VIII][VOC_PV:VIII-
act]. The feature value cnj:w is simply mapped
to the AM [CNJ:W] while the features values
per:3 gen:m num:prl asp:p is mapped to the AM
[SUBJ_SUFF:3MP]. AMs are then ordered. At
this point our example is represented as:

(2) [CNJ:W] + [ROOT:Drr] [PAT_PV:VIII]
[VOC_PV:VIII-act] + [SUBJ_SUFF:3MP]

Note that the root, pattern, and vocalism are not
ordered with respect to each other, they are simply
juxtaposed. The ’+’ sign indicates the ordering of
affixational morphemes. AMs are then mapped to
CMs, which are concatenated in the specified or-
der. Our example becomes:

(3) wa + Drr,V1tV2V3,iaa + uwA
Simple interdigitation of root, pattern and vo-

calism then yields the form (4) wa+iDtarar+uwA.
At this point MAGEAD applies (if they exist) rules
of the following type:

• Morphophonemic/phonological rules map
the morphemic representation to the phono-
logical and orthographic representations. In
our example, two rules are applied. First, the
gemination3 rule, which allows to delete the
vowel between the second and the third radi-
cal if it is followed by a suffix starting with a
vowel. Then, a phonological rule that trans-
forms the /t/ of the pattern i1ta2a3 to /T/.4

We get, at this step: /wa+iDTar∼+uwA/.

• Orthographic rules rewrite the orthographic
representation. Using standard MSA dia-
critized orthography, our example becomes
@ð �Q¢ 	�@ð waAiDTar∼uwA.

MAGEAD follows (Kiraz, 2000) in using a
multi-tape representation. It extends the analysis
of Kiraz by introducing a fifth tier. The five tiers
are the following :

• Tier 1: pattern and affixational morphemes

• Tier 2: root

• Tier 3: vocalism

• Tier 4: phonological representation

• Tier 5: orthographic representation

In the generation direction, tiers 1 through 3 are
input tiers. Tier 4 is an output tier, and an input
tier for the orthographic representation.

MAGEAD handles Arabic nouns in the same
way. Specific CMs, AMs and morpheme order are
defined for nouns. The MBC hierarchy specifies
relevant morphosyntactic features such as rational-
ity. The MBC class name indicates the vocalized
patterns according to the number and the gender
values. Many nominal rules are similar to those
presented for verbs. Others are specific, reflecting

3A geminate root is a root in which the second and the
third radical are identical.

4The /t/ of the pattern i1ta2a3 is converted to /T/ when the
first root radical corresponds to /D/, /T/ or /Ď/.
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the differences between Arabic nominal and ver-
bal morphology.

We adapted MAGEAD to process TUN. Changes
concerned only the representation of linguistic
knowledge, leaving the processing engine un-
changed. We modified the MBC hierarchy, in or-
der to process TUN patterns and vocalisms. The
AM ordering has been modified and new AMs
have been added. The mapping from AMs to
CMs and the definition of rules, which are variant-
specific, have been written by a linguistically
trained native speaker.

We also modified a number of morphophonemic
rules in the TUN implementation. We briefly de-
scribe three changes. First, in MSA, the gemina-
tion rule deletes the vowel between the second and
the third radical if it is followed by a suffix start-
ing with a vowel: e.g., compare �HXYÓ madad+tu
’I extended’ with �H �YÓ mad∼+at’she extended’
(NOT madad+at). In TUN, however, a long vowel
is inserted before consonant-initial suffixes fol-
lowing geminate verbs: �IK


�YÓ mad∼+iy+t "I ex-
tended" and �H �YÓ mad∼+it "she extended". Sec-
ond, unlike MSA, the first root radical in TUN
becomes a long vowel in the imperfective aspect
when it corresponds to Z ’ (hamza/glottal stop)

(É¿

AK
 yÂkl becomes É¿ AK
 yAkl ’he/it eats’). Fi-

nally, TUN verbs whose root ends with Z ’, be-
have the same way as verbs whose final root radi-
cal ø
 y in the perfective aspect. For example, roots

of TUN verbs A 	JK
YK. bdiynA "we started" and A 	JJ
ÓP
rmiynA "we threw" are respectively Z X H. bd’ and
ø
 Ð P rmy. For more details, see (Hamdi et al.,
2013).

4.2 Lexica

Due to the lexical differences between MSA and
TUN, the conversion process cannot be limited to
morphological transformations and requires some
lexical transformations. We used three lexica to
map from TUN to MSA: a lexicon of verbs, a lex-
icon of deverbal nouns and a lexicon of particles.

4.2.1 Lexicon of verbs
The verbal lexicon consists of pairs of the form
(PMSA, PTUN ) where PMSA and PTUN are
themselves pairs made of a root and a pattern. Its
development was based on the Penn Arabic Tree
Bank (PATB) (Maamouri et al., 2004) which con-
tains 29, 911 verb tokens. Each token was then

analyzed to extract its root and its pattern. Each
lemma was translated, in context, to TUN by a
Tunisian native speaker. Since the lemma is the
result of combining a root and a pattern, the TUN
pair (root, pattern) can be deduced. This process
allowed us to define about 100 new roots for TUN.
The lexicon contains 1, 638 entries. The TUN
side contains 920 distinct pairs and the MSA side
1, 478 distinct pairs. This difference shows that
MSA is lexically richer than TUN. On average,
a TUN lemma corresponds to almost two MSA
lemmas. For instance, the TUN verb úæ��Ó mšaý

matches with MSA verbs I. ë 	X ðahab ’to go’ and
úæ��Ó mašaý ’to walk’. The maximum ambiguity
is 16 in the TUN → MSA direction and 4 in the
opposite direction.

4.2.2 Lexicon of deverbal nouns
This lexicon is automatically built using the lexi-
con of verbs. In fact, many deverbal nouns can be
derived from verbs such as participles, infinitive
forms, adjectives, nouns of time and place . . . The
deverbal noun is produced by combining a root
and a deverbal pattern. The deverbal patterns are
derived from verbal patterns. Each pair (root, pat-
tern) of the verbal lexica generates many dever-
bal entries by combining the root with all dever-
bal patterns that share the same meaning on both
sides. This method overgenerates and can produce
wrong pairs. In order to face this problem, we fil-
tered the MSA part using the MSA large-scale lex-
icon SAMA (Graff et al., 2009). At the end of the
process, a lexicon made of 33, 271 entries is cre-
ated (Hamdi et al., 2014).

4.2.3 Lexicon of particles
Arabic particles cover many categories: conjunc-
tions, prepositions, clitics . . . Our lexicon, made
of about 200 pairs (MSA particle, TUN particle),
includes all of them. The MSA particles are ex-
tracted from the PATB and then translated to TUN
(Boujelbane et al., 2013). In its current version,
the lexicon matches 262 Tunisian particles to 143
MSA particles.

5 Architecture and experiments

Our system consists of three step: conversion, dis-
ambiguation and POS tagging.

The TUN input sentence t1 t2 t3 . . . tn, is con-
verted to a MSA lattice. The lattice is then disam-
biguated to produce a pseudo MSA target sentence
m1 m2 m3 . . . mn. Next, a MSA tagger assign to
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each target word its POS tag. The disambiguation
step is optional, the MSA lattice can be sent di-
rectly to the POS tagger which tags the lattice and
produces the most likely tag sequence.

Taking as an example the TUN sentence
Yª�®K
 ��AK. Q�. m.�

�' tijbar bAš yuqςud ‘he was obliged
to stay’, which correspond to the sequence of
POS tags verb-pass5 - part - verb. This sentence
translates into MSA as ZA �®J. Ë @ úÍ@ �Q¢ 	�@ AiðTar∼a
Ǎilaý AlbaqA’. Our system produces for this sen-
tence, after conversion and disambiguation, the
sentence �Êm.�'
 	¬ñ� �Q¢ 	�@ AuðTur∼a sawfa ya-
jlisu ‘he was obliged will sit-down’ which receives
the correct POS tags sequence verb-pass - part -
verb, although the MSA translation is suboptimal.
In the remainder of this section, we describe in de-
tail each step of the whole process.

5.1 Conversion

The process of converting a source TUN word
form to a target MSA form proceeds in three main
steps: morphological analysis using MAGEAD for
the source language, lexical transfer and morpho-
logical generation of target MSA forms. Figure 1
describes the process that allows to switch from a
TUN source input to a MSA target output.

MAGEAD_VERB

MAGEAD_VERB

TUN INPUT

LEXICON_VERB LEXICON_NOUN

  source root

     features

LEXICON_PART

     features

  target root

     features

  target root

 target MBC  target MBC

  source root

     features

 source MBC  source MBC

MAGEAD_NOUN

MAGEAD_NOUN

PSEUDO−MSA OUTPUT

Figure 1: TUN-to-MSA conversion

Each TUN source word is processed by
MAGEAD to produce several analyses; each of
them is compound of a root, a pattern and a set
of feature-value pairs. The root and the pattern are
translated to a MSA root and pattern by a lexicon
lookup. MAGEAD finally uses the target root and

5verb in the passive form

pattern and the feature-value pairs to generate a
target MSA word.

This process was evaluated on 1, 500 tokens of
TUN verbal forms that were identified and trans-
lated in context to MSA by Tunisian native speak-
ers. Table 2 gives the accuracy and the ambiguity
resulting from the translation. The recall indicates
the proportion of cases where the correct target
form was produced while the ambiguity indicates
the number of target forms produced on average
for an input.

recall ambiguity
tokens types tokens types
76.43% 74.52% 26.82 25.57

Table 2: Recall and ambiguity on translation of
TUN verbs to MSA

In order to extend the coverage of the lexica, we
introduced a back-off process. When a pair (root,
MBC) is missing in the noun or the verb lexicon,
the root and MBC are translated separately, using
a root lexicon and an MBC correspondence table.
The root lexicon is made of pairs (rMSA, rTUN ),
where rMSA is a MSA root and rTUN is a TUN
root. The root lexicon contains 1, 329 entries. The
MBC correspondence tables indicates, for a TUN
MBC, the most frequent corresponding MBCs on
the MSA side. In cases of lexicon look-up failure,
the MSA target word is produced by combining
the target root lexicon and the target pattern. Table
3 gives the accuracy and the ambiguity resulting of
the back-off process.

recall ambiguity
tokens types tokens types
79.71% 78.94% 29.16 28.44

Table 3: Recall and ambiguity on translation of
TUN verbs to MSA with back-off

Table 3 shows that this back-off mechanism
reaches a reasonable recall but the price to pay is a
high ambiguity. More details are given in (Hamdi
et al., 2013).

5.2 Disambiguation
The conversion process contains two sources of
ambiguity: the morphological analysis can create
multiple outputs and the lexica may propose for
a TUN input many MSA outputs. Each word in
the TUN sentence is translated into a set of MSA
words producing a lattice. The disambiguation can
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be performed by the POS tagger, as we will see
below or it can be done independently, using a
language model. We have trained a 1-gram and
a 3-gram language models on a two million word
MSA corpus. This corpus is itself made of two
corpora. The first one is a written corpus, it is a
collection of reports of the French press agency
(AFP). The second one is a spoken corpus, it is a
collection of political debates transcriptions. The
trigram model is used to give the first best path
while the unigram allowed to filter and score the
lattice.

Three different inputs can be handled by the
POS tagger: an unscored lattice derived from
the conversion, a scored lattice produced by the
disambiguation based on the unigram language
model and the first best path generated by the 3-
gram language model.

5.3 Pos-Tagging

The taggers used in this work are based on Hid-
den Markov Models (HMM). We have chosen this
type of model mainly for their ability to take word
lattices as input in a straightforward way. The tag-
ger itself is a weighted finite state transducer and
the tagging process is performed by a composition
operation of the word lattice and the tagger, fol-
lowed by a best path operation. When the tagger is
fed with a lattice produced by the conversion step
(containing potentially several MSA forms for a
TUN form), the tagger actually does more than
POS tagging, it also selects a sequence of words
from the word lattice.

We built six taggers that differ in the order of
the HMM they are based on (bigram or trigram)
as well as in the nature of the observables of the
HMM: forms, lemmas and lmms. The latter is
the undiacritized form of a lemma. There are two
main reasons for using lemmas and lmms based
taggers: first, the translation task is more accu-
rate and gives less ambiguity for lemmas and lmms
than for forms. Second, the POS tagging achieves
better results on lemmas and lmms than on forms,
as shown in Table 4.

The taggers are trained on the Penn Arabic
Treebank (PATB) Part 3 (Maamouri et al., 2004)
in the representation of the Columbia Arabic Tree-
bank (CATIB) (Habash and Roth, 2009). The cor-
pus is made from 24K MSA sentences compound
of 330K tokens and 30K types. The CATIB POS
tagset consists of six tags only: nominal, proper
noun, verb, verb-pass, particle and punctuation.

Table 4 gives the results of POS tagging of a
MSA corpus using our different HMM taggers.
These results are comparable to state-of-the-art
MSA POS tagging systems: Habash and Roth
(2009) report a higher result using the MADA
system (Habash and Rambow, 2005). However,
we cannot use the MADA system because it does
not support POS tagging over a lattice, which we
need for TUN POS tagging. It should be noted
that the results in the table are for forms (real
task), but also for gold lemmas and lmms. We
present the lemma and lmm results only for com-
parative reasons as the starting point is artificial,
and the performance numbers should be seen as
upper bounds.

forms gold lemmas gold lmms
bigram 94.52 97.61 96.84
trigram 94.72 97.63 96.94

Table 4: Accuracy of POS tagging of MSA corpus

The results in the table suggest that using the
trigram HMM is slightly better than the bigram
HMM models. For the rest of this paper, we will
report only using the trigram model.

6 Evaluation

In order to evaluate our method, we used a tran-
scribed and annotated corpus of 805 sentences
containing 10, 746 tokens and 2, 455 types. These
sentences were obtained from several sources: TV
series and political debates, a transcribed the-
ater play (Dhouib, 2007) and a transcribed corpus
made of conversations between a customer and a
railways officer. This selection aims to include dif-
ferent TUN spoken varieties. After transcribing,
we have assigned to each token its lemma, lmm
and POS tag using the same conventions as the
corpus used to train the tagger.

Our baseline experiment consists of running the
MSA POS tagger directly on TUN texts without
any processing. This baseline will allow us to
measure the contribution of converting TUN to
pseudo MSA prior to POS tagging with the MSA
tagger. The accuracy of tagging and the number of
out-of-vocabulary words are given in Table 5. The
lemmas and lmms used for the experiment are gold
lemmas and lmms, presented again for compara-
tive reasons. Our official baseline is with forms.

Table 5 shows that the baseline is very low,
around 69%. The result on lemmas is even worse.
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forms gold lemmas gold lmms
accuracy 69.04% 67.41% 71.41%

OOVs 2891 4766 2705
26.90% 44.35% 25.17%

Table 5: Baseline Accuracy of POS tagging TUN
using MSA POS tagger

This is not unexpected since the TUN lemma
space is different from the MSA lemma space,
which the tagger is trained on. Lemmas are com-
pletely diacritized and diacritics on lemmas are
different on MSA and on TUN. For instance, the
TUN undiacritized form I. �JºK
 yktb "he writes"
exists in MSA side but its lemma ktib "to write"
is different from the MSA one katab. Results
are a bit higher on lmms, which do not contain
diactritics. It is also interesting to note that the
number of OOVs on lmms is still high, showing
that lexica of MSA and TUN are quite different.

For our main experiment we convert TUN texts
to pseudo MSA before POS tagging. The conver-
sion step produces three lattices (forms, lemmas,
lmms). The form lattice is disambiguated by the
language models providing a scored lattice and the
first best path. We ran the POS tagging of pseudo-
MSA forms in three modes: on the best form path,
on the scored lattice and the unscored lattice pro-
duced by the conversion. The final output is the
sequence of POS tags for the words in the original
sentence. Results are shown in Table 6.

best scored unscored
path lattice lattice

accuracy 77.2% 80.3% 82.5%
OOVs 16.9% 15.3% 13.5%

Table 6: Accuracy of POS tagging of pseudo MSA

Results show that the conversion decreases the
number of OOVs and subsequently the POS-
tagging accuracy of forms increases (comparing
with Table 5). Disambiguation based on the POS
tagger gives better accuracy (∼82.5% on forms)
than the language model (77.2%).

Our convertion process allows to produce, MSA
lemmas and lmms rather then forms by leaving
the morphological generation of MSA forms. The
POS tagger was ran thus on the lattices of lemmas
and lmms. In Table 7, we give results of POS tag-
ging such inputs. We give again results on forms

to compare these final results with the basline re-
sults (Table 5).

predicted predicted
forms lemmas lmms

accuracy 82.5% 86.9% 89.1%
OOVs 13.5% 6.2% 4.9%

Table 7: Accuracy of POS tagging of pseudo MSA
lemmas and lmms

As shown in Table 7, POS tagging of lemmas
and lmms outperforms POS tagging of forms. Our
best accuracy, with lmms, jumps to 89.1%: a 20%
absolute increase of the baseline of using the MSA
POS tagger directly on the TUN sentences. An
error analysis of the first 100 errors shows that 34
of them are due to bad conversion and 49 to bad
disambiguation. Only, 17 of the errors came from
POS tagging.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed, implemented and eval-
uated an approach to POS tagging of TUN using
an MSA tagger. Prior to tagging, the TUN text
is converted to pseudo MSA. The conversion pro-
cess is composed of three steps: morphological
analysis of the TUN words, followed by a lexical
transfer and a morphological generation of MSA
forms. The system achieved an accuracy of 89%
(∼20% absolute improvement over an MSA tag-
ger baseline). Experiments showed that the best
results were obtained by tagging at the level of
lemmas, more precisely, lemmas from which di-
acritics were removed.

In future work, we aim to complete our pro-
cessing chain by adding a TUN speech recogni-
tion system (since TUN is a primarily spoken lan-
guage) at the beginning of the chain, and to evalu-
ate our approach in some other NLP tasks such as
syntactic parsing. We are also interested in apply-
ing these results to other dialects.
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